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Background: In medical education, multiple choice questions/Items are the more
frequently used assessment tools to assess the knowledge abilities and skills of
medical students, for being their objectivity, wide coverage in less time. However
only the Quality Items gives a valid and reliable assessment. The quality of an
Item is determined by difficulty index (DIF I), Discrimination Index (DI) and
Distractor efficiency (DE). Aim of the study was to know the quality of Items in
pharmacology by Item analysis and to develop a MCQs bank with quality Items.
Methods: The present study was conducted on 150 II MBBS students of Guntur
Medical College, AP, India. A class test containing 50 Items with 150 distractors
from topic chemotherapy was conducted. Item with the correct choice/response
was awarded with one mark and with the wrong choice zero marks, no negative
marks. Each test Item was analysed with DIF I, DI and DE and the results were
tabulated and tested statistically, with unpaired "t" test.
Results: Mean DIF I, DI, DE values with standard deviations in the present study
are 44.72+17.63%, 0.30+0.12%, 84.48+24.65 respectively. DIF I of 32 (64%)
items was good to excellent range (31%-60%) 9 (18%) Items were easy (>61%)
and 9(18%) Items were difficult (>30%). DI of 10 (20%) Items was good (0.15
to 0.24.) 29 (58%) Items were excellent with DI > 0.25 and 11 (22%) Items were
poor with DI <0.15. Among 150 distractors, 127 (85%) were functional
distractors (FDs) and 23 (15%) were non-functional distractors (NFDs). DE of 33
(66%) items with nil NFDs was 100%, for 12 (24%) Items with one NFD, was
66.6%, for 4 (8%) items with 2 NFDs was 33.3% and for 1 (2%) Item with 3NFDs
DE was 0%. When unpaired "t" test was applied to the means of "difficult" and
"easy" Items, 96.22+11.33% SD, 51.44+29.31% SD respectively, the p-value
obtained was 0.00058, which was highly significant.
Conclusions: The study showed that Item analysis is a valid tool to identify
quality Items, which assess, the students’ knowledge abilities and discriminate
different levels of performance abilities of students effectively.
Keywords: Assessment, Difficulty index, Discrimination index, Distractor
efficiency, Item analysis, Non-functional distractor

INTRODUCTION
Medical students acquire medical knowledge and skills by
various learning practices. During and at the end of the
learning process, assessment of the student's knowledge
and skills is very crucial. Hence a valid tool is necessary,
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to know the insight about their learning and competencies.
Among the various assessment tools, "Multiple Choice
Questions" (MCQs), also called as "Items" are frequently
used for assessment of the students, because of their
objectivity, wide coverage of subject in less time and
minimal assessor's bias.1 Appropriately constructed MCQs
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are useful to measure not only knowledge but also
comprehension, application, analysis, and evaluation.2

DIF I = [(H + L)/N] × 100
DI = 2 × [(H - L)/N]

Usually, an Item (MCQ) consists of a stem with four
choices/responses. Among the four choices one choice is
correct and the remaining three are incorrect, called as
"distractors" as they distract the student from choosing the
correct choice. An Items test is said to be valid to assess
the student, when it contains quality Items only. Whereas
the quality of an Item is determined by three indices,
Difficulty Index (DIF I) also denoted by FV (facility value)
or P-value, Discriminatory Index (DI) and Distractor
Efficiency (DE).3,4
As Items are widely used for assessing the students, the
present study was undertaken with the aim to identify the
quality Items in Pharmacology with the help of Difficulty
Index (DIF I), Discriminatory Index (DI) and Distractor
Efficiency (DE) and to develop a Pharmacology
MCQs/Items bank with quality Items.

Here N = total number of students in both high and low
ability groups and H and L are number of correct responses
in high and low ability groups, respectively.2,5,6
DIF I of an Item ranges between 0% and 100%. It indicates
the percentage of students who answered the Item
correctly. Higher the value of DIF I, Item is an easy one
and it can be answered by most of the students. If DIF I
value is low, Item is said to be a difficult one. DIF I of an
ideal Item ranges between 41% and 60%.
DI of an Item ranges between 0 and 1. It describes the
ability of an Item to differentiate between students of
higher and lower abilities. If DI value is high for an Item,
it discriminates more effectively, the students of higher
and lower abilities. DI of an ideal Item is 1 and it perfectly
discriminates the students of lower and higher abilities.

METHODS
In the present study, II MBBS 5th semester students of
Guntur Medical College, Guntur, Andhra-Pradesh, India,
were included. After 30 hours of didactic lectures on
chemotherapy and giving ample time for preparation, a
class test in Pharmacology on chapter Chemotherapy was
conducted for these students. The test was conducted
under strict vigilance with the help of other faculty in the
department and also optimum distance was maintained
between the students to avoid possible copying from the
neighbouring students.
Out of 173 students 150 students attended the test. The test
contained 50 Items and each Item was with a single stem
and four choices/ responses. Among four choices, one
choice was correct, and the remaining three choices
(distractors) were incorrect. The students were asked to
select and round off only one correct choice to each Item.
Later, 50 Items along with 150 distractors in each of 150
test papers were evaluated. An Item with correct response
was awarded with one mark, whereas zero marks were
awarded to an Item with wrong response, without any
negative marks. After awarding the marks to all the 150
students, marks were entered in descending order in
Microsoft office Excel version 2007, so that the highest
marks were placed as first one and the least marks as the
last one in the marks list. Then, the list was divided into 3
equal groups with 50 each. The upper one-third (50) higher
marks, which were considered as high ability (H) group
and the lower one-third (50) lesser marks which were
considered as low ability (L) group were taken for
computation purposes. The middle one-third (50) medium
marks were not taken, assuming that they behave in similar
pattern. For each Item in all (100) test papers of both high
ability group and low ability group students, Difficulty
Index, Discrimination Index and Distractor Efficiency
were calculated with the help of following formulae:

DE of an Item ranges between 0% and 100%. It indicates
the number of non-functional distractors (NFDs) in an
Item. If any choice (other than correct choice) of an Item
is selected by <5% of students, the choice is called as
"NFD" and any choice (other than correct choice) of an
Item is selected by 5% or more than 5% of students, it is
called as functional distractor "FD". If an Item has 3 NFDs,
the DE of that Item is 0%, or 2NFDs, DE will be 33.3%,
or one NFD, DE will be 66.6% and if it has nil NFDs then
DE will be 100%.2,7,8
After calculating DIF I, D I and DE for all 50 Items in each
100 test papers of high and low ability groups, the results
were tabulated. To obtain the significance/p value of the
study results statistically, unpaired "t" test was applied.
RESULTS
Out of 50 marks the maximum and minimum marks scored
by the students were 44 and 8 respectively.
Table 1: Mean with standard deviation of various
indices of Items in the test (N= 50).
Parameter
Difficulty Index % (DIF I)
Discrimination Index (D I)
Distractor Index % (D E)

Mean±Standard
deviation
44.72±17.63
0.30±0.12
84.48±24.65

For 50 Items in the test, Mean Difficulty Index was
44.72%±17.63 SD, Mean Discrimination Index was
0.30±0.12 SD and Mean Distractor Efficiency was
84.48%±24.65 SD (Table 1).
DIF I of 20 (40%) Items was "excellent" with a range of
41%-60% and DIF I of 12 (24%) Items was "good" with a
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range of 31%-40%. Whereas 9 (18%) Items were "easy"
with a DIF I of >61% and another 9 (18%) Items were
"difficult" with a DIF I of <30% (Table 2).

Among 17 Items with NFDs, DIF I of 8 (47%) Items was
"easy" and for 7 (41%) Items it was "excellent". Whereas
DIF I for 1 (6%) Item was "good" and for 1 (6%) Item it
was "difficult". DI of 10 (59%) Items was "excellent", for
4 (23%) Items it was "good" and for 3 (18%) Items it was
"poor" (Table 5).

Table 2: Distribution of Items in relation to DIF I and
actions proposed.
DIF I cut
off %
<30
31-40
41-60
>61

Items
(N=50)
9
12
20
9

Interpretation

Action

Difficult
Good
Excellent
Easy

Revise/discard
Store
Store
Revise/discard

Whereas DE was 33.3% for 4 (8%) Items with 2 NFDs
each and it was 0% for 1 (2%) Item with 3NFDs (Table 4).

Table 4: Distractor analysis and Distractor Efficiency.

DI of 10 (20%) Items was "good" with a range of 0.15 to
0.24. Whereas 29 (58%) Items were "excellent" with DI
>0.25 and 11(22%) Items were "poor" with DI <0.15
(Table 3).
Table 3: Distribution of Items in relation to D I and
actions proposed.
D I Cut
off points

Items
(N=50)

Interpretation

<0.15

11

Poor

0.15 - 0.24
>0.25

10
29

Good
Excellent

Number of Items
Total Distractors
Functional Distractors (FDs)
Non Functional Distractors (NFDs)
No. of Items with "0" NFDs (DE=100%)
No. of Items with "1" NFDs (DE=66.6%)
No. of Items with "2" NFDs (DE=33.3%)
No. of Items with "3" NFDs (DE=0 %)

50
150
127
23
33
12
4
1

Table 5: Items with Non Functional Distractors and
their relationship with DIF I and D I.

Action
Discard/
revise
Store
Store

DIF I (%)

The test contained 50 items with 150 distractors. Among
150 distractors, 127 (85%) were functional distractors
(FDs) and 23 (15%) were non-functional distractors
(NFDs). DE was 100% for 33 (66%) Items with nil NFDs
and it was 66.6% for 12 (24%) Items with one NFD each.

<30
(Difficult)
31-40
(Good)
41-60
(Excellent)
>61 (Easy)

Items with
NFDs
(N = 17)
1
1
7

DI
<0.15
(Poor)
0.15-0.24
(Good)
>0.25
(Excellent)

Items with
NFDs (N
= 17)
3
4
10

8

Table 6: Distractor Efficiency of Items with different values of DIF I and D I.
Grading
No of items
DE (%) Mean±SD
Unpaired t - test

Difficulty Index (DIF I)
Difficult (<30%)
Easy (>61%)
9
9
96.22±11.33
51.44±29.31
0.00058

Discrimination Index (DI)
Poor (<0.15)
Excellent (>0.25)
11
29
90.73±15.88
84.86±23.08
0.444157

Table 7: Comparing data of similar studies of Item analysis with the present study.
Indices
DIF I Mean+SD%
Easy (%)
Acceptable (%)
Difficult (%)
DI Mean±SD
Poor
Good
Excellent
DE Mean±SD%

Gajjar and
Sharma2
39.4±21.4
10
24
16
0.14±0.19
52
18
30
88.60±18.60

Kaur and
Singla6
59.18±15.14
22
76
2
0.37±0.15
14
24
62
83.98±24.52

Ardra and
Prithi11
44.8±17.13
Nil
75
25
0.37±0.18
15
25
60
87.5±17.2

Patil and
Patil12
48.90±13.72
18
60
22
0.19±0.13
24
45
31
82.8±15.6.

Mehta and
Mokhasi13
63.06±18.95
32
62
6
0.33±0.18
30
18
52
63.97±33.56

Present
study
44.72+17.63
18
64
18
0.30+0.12
22
20
58
84.48+24.65
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The Mean DE of 9 Items with DIF I as "difficult" was
96.22±11.33% SD and the Mean DE of 9 Items with DIF
I as "easy" was 51.44±29.31% SD. When unpaired "t" test
was applied to these Means of "difficult" and "easy" Items,
the value obtained was 0.00058. The Mean DI of 11 Items
with DI as "poor" was 90.73±15.88SD and the Mean DI of
29 Items with DI as "excellent" was 84.86±23.08SD.
When unpaired "t" test was applied to these Means of
"poor" and "excellent" Items, the value obtained was 0.44
(Table 6).
DISCUSSION
Item analysis is a valuable, relatively simple procedure
performed after the test, that provides information
regarding the quality of test Items.9 Nowadays, the most
common type of Items employed in examinations are type
A MCQs, which consist of a stem followed by four or five
options or distractors.10 In the present study, a class test
containing 50 type A Items was conducted for 150 II
MBBS students. When these Items were analysed, the
mean DIF I with SD was 44.72±17.63%, which was with
in excellent range (41%-60%) and corresponded with the
mean DIF I with SD of 44.8±17.13%, reported in a study
conducted by Ardra andPrithi on 120 II MBBS students
with 20 MCQs in microbiology (Table 7).11
Out of 50 test Items in this study DIF I of 32 (64%) Items
was in acceptable range of 31%-60% and were stored as
MCQs Question Bank for future use, whereas 9 (18%)
Items were easy (>61%) and 9 (18%) Items were difficult
(<30). This study findings were nearer to another study
conducted by Patil and Patil with 100 MCQS in medicine
for MBBS students (Table 7).12 Too difficult Items (>30%)
may give deflated scores and too easy Items (DIF I >70%)
may give inflated scores and less motivation.1 The 9 easy
Items in the study were slightly revised and kept for future
use as warm up questions, to boost the confidence of
students and 9 difficult Items were thoroughly checked for
possible confusing language, areas of controversy, for any
incorrect key and after revision, they were kept to develop
MCQs bank.5
In Item analysis, DI helps to know the ability of Items to
discriminate between students of higher and lower abilities
and normally ranges from 0 to 1. In the present study, mean
DI was 0.30±0.12SD with excellent discriminating power
and nearer to the value of mean DI 0.33±0.18SD reported
in a study conducted by Mehta and Mokhasi with a test of
50 Items in anatomy on 100 first MBBS students (Table
7).13 Out of 50 Items, in this study, 11(22%) Items were
with poor DI (<0.15), 10 (20%) Items were with good DI
(0.15-0.24) and 29 (58%) Items were with excellent DI
(>0.25). A total of 39 (78%) Items were with good to
excellent (0.15-1) discriminating power and were stored as
MCQS bank for further use and 11 (22%) Items with poor
DI values, were revised and stored. These DI values of
present study, when compared with an Item analysis study
by Patil and Patil reported that similar percent (76%) of

Items had good to excellent discriminating power.12
Another study by Mehta and Mokhasi13 also showed 70%
percent of Items with well discriminating power nearer to
our study value (78%) (Table 7).
Apart from the DIF I, DI, the quality of an Item is
determined by another important index called DE. While
framing good quality Items, the cardinal rule is that the
distractors must be plausible, i.e., nearer to the correct
answer/choice.6 Otherwise an implausible distractor deny
chances to test a student. In the present study, the 50 test
Items had a total of 150 Distractors, among which 127
distractors were FDs, and remaining 23 were NFDs. Our
study mean DE with SD value 84.48±24.65% was nearer
to the mean DE value of 83.98±24.52% reported in a study
conducted by Kaur and Singla6 with 50 Test Items in
pharmacology on II MBBS students. When compared to
another study of Item analysis by Gajjar and Sharma2 with
50 test Items and 150 distractors in community medicine
on 148 first MBBS students, a similar mean DE value of
88.60±18.60% was observed (Table 7). The DE value of
an Item depends on the presence or absence of NFDs in
that Item. When an Item is with more NFDs, they increase
DIF I i.e., makes an Item easy and reduces DE value of the
Item, conversely an Item is with more FDs, they decrease
DIF I i.e., makes an Item difficult and increases DE value
of the Item. In this study, 33 (66%) Items had zero NFDs
with a DE of 100%, which were retained for MCQs bank,
12 (24%) Items had 1NFD with a DE of 66.6%, which
were revised and retained, 4 (8%) items had 2NFDs with a
DE of 33.3% which were discarded and 1 (2%) Item had
3NFDs with a DE of 0%, so it was discarded. The
difference between mean DE of difficult Items
(96.22±11.33%) and the mean DE of easy Items
(51.44±29.31%) was statistically highly significant as the
p- value was 0.00058, when unpaired t test was applied
(Table - 6). It shows a strong relation between DE and DIF
I. While the difference between the mean DE of Items with
poor DI (90.73±15.88) and the mean DE of Items with
excellent DI (84.86±23.08) was statistically not significant
as the p-value was 0.444157, when unpaired t test was
applied.
CONCLUSION
Nowadays test Items are used more frequently as an
assessment tool while assessing student's learning abilities
and skills. For a valid and reliable assessment, quality
Items are required. The conducted study showed nearly 2/3
of the 50 test Items were quality Items and some Items
needed revision, and a very few Items were discarded. It
concludes that Item analysis is a very useful and necessary
procedure to obtain valid Items from time to time and to
develop a MCQs Bank for future use.
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